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Abstract
Mathematics employs a formal language where symbols, verbs, and nouns serve
to express terms, concepts, and rules that concatenate to definitions, problemsolving procedures, and proofs. Taken together these constitute the expository
language of mathematics found in journals, textbooks, and demonstrations. As
the object of these mathematical communications is to inform and perhaps inspire, there are epistemological and ethical considerations that deserve examination. For in keeping with the commitment to an aesthetic of concision promulgated by tradition, the formal presentation language and style of mathematics,
while valuable in furthering the body of knowledge, provides only the conclusion
of an inquiry, completely excluding the language of investigation that informed
the many steps of decision making involved in the process, so that little if any
insight into the creative process is made available. Here we explore this problem
of communication in the context of mathematics presented to students early in
their education as well as at university level. The argument is made that the language of investigation — the heuristic actions instrumental for their formulation
— ought to accompany the language of formal demonstration so as to provide a
communication that is in the best interests of all students and members of the
mathematics profession.
Keywords: formal proof, informal investigation, ethical decision

The conventions of language can be formulated differently, but the
purpose of language in providing a functioning social description
of the world remains constant.
Paul Ernest
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Introduction
In 2019, the Executive Director of the Mathematics Association of America,
Michael Pearson, wrote a three-part series of blog posts titled “The Critical
Study of Ethics in Mathematics” [36] written at least partially in response to
the American Mathematical Society which had released its “Policy Statement
on Ethical Guidelines”,1 interpreting the latter to have implied that “doing
mathematics, in and of itself, is a good thing (or at least value-neutral)”.
But that perspective was not the complete picture. Pearson also recognized
a note published by the Society of Industrial and Applied Mathematics titled
“Mathematics and Ethical Engagement” [6], which contained the statement
that “one always performs mathematics in a social and political context,
never in value-free isolation” (Part 1). These two antithetical perspectives
locate the ambiguity and tension regarding mathematics and its ethical role
in the mathematics and education communities.
While ethics and mathematics have been recognized as having a non-empty
intersection, “Any attempts to raise ethical issues with regard to pure mathematics are seen as possibly tainting or lowering the subject from its elevated
state of purity” [14, page 17]. But, if pure mathematics research is “almost devoid of ethical context, then it becomes all the more essential [as
mathematicians] to heed our general ethical obligation as citizens, teachers
and colleagues” (Hersh quoted in [36]). The point of concern in this paper
is precisely this tension: in keeping with the commitment to an aesthetic of
concision promulgated by tradition, the formal language of presentation used
in mathematical communication, while valuable as a communication medium
in furthering the body of knowledge, ends up presenting the conclusion of
an inquiry in a way that completely discards the language of investigation
that informed the many steps of decision-making involved, so that little if
any insight into the creative process is made available. This would suggest
that an ethical imperative faces the presenter of mathematics with regard to
establishing a valuable and valued communication. After all, “Communication’s powers ... to repress and to inspire, ... to oppress and to comfort, to
1

This statement has been recently updated and is currently available at https://www.
ams.org/about-us/governance/policy-statements/sec-ethics, last accessed on July
19, 2022.
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deceive and to enlighten, ... [locates] the direct link between communication
and ethics” [32, page 1].
Many educators recognize their ethical obligation to create an inquiry environment in their mathematics classroom in an effort to support student
understanding. Yet the accepted form of demonstration and the procedures
that tend to constitute the presentation of mathematics can be seen to begin
with the assumption that mathematics can be identified with a formal language (cf. [26, 35, 43, 47]). Symbols, verbs, and nouns serve to express rules,
concepts, and terms that concatenate to definitions, problem-solving procedures, and proofs. Taken together these constitute the expository language of
mathematics found in mathematics journals, textbooks, and demonstrations.
This expository language and its expressions reflect the aesthetic of concision
valued by the mathematics community and that community’s commitment
to demonstrating the “austere beauty” of mathematics. The commitment to
presenting mathematics absent of the inventive signs of human exploration
began with Plato (cf. [19]) and gained practical support in past centuries
from the very experience of producing mathematics. Many procedures come
from a time when writing materials were rare and costly and writing was
laborious. Clearly the goal would be to find a most efficient means so to save
materials and energy, including parchment and goose quills, so the less that
was needed to be written the better. (Consider, e.g., the standard procedures
for adding a column of numbers or multiplying multi-digit numbers, and how
counter-intuitive they are.) Further support for promoting brevity was the
ever-expanding accretion of knowledge. Given the continuing expansion of
content and the limited pages of a book along with the limited number of
classroom hours, the need for the efficient transmission of procedures and
demonstrations in textbooks and the classroom often meant there is limited opportunity for explanation other than to acknowledge that what was
presented solves the problem.
The fact that the language presented in mathematics textbooks and as a
consequence in many classrooms reflects a commitment to concision brings
into question the ethical nature of the formal communication of mathematics.
For in the absence of the inventive decision-making language that led to the
establishment of the result they are trying to learn and understand, students
could well experience confusion and tension. The research literature locates
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the uniqueness of mathematics amongst all the subjects studied with regard
to promoting stress and even phobic responses (cf. [2, 3, 25, 33]). The problematic epistemological and ethical reality is that “In presenting mathematics
[as a finished and polished product], students are provided with mathematical
information about concepts, proofs, techniques and skills, but the processes
which created this information are hidden. The lack of awareness of these
creative processes makes it difficult for students to experience mathematics
as personally meaningful and misrepresents the nature of mathematics itself”
[8, page 466]. And of course, all of this in turn makes it difficult for students
to produce work of their own.
The foundational concerns from communication ethics can help sharpen the
focus. “In short, communication ethics concerns the discernment of the good,
seeking to balance the competing values, needs, and wants of multiple constituencies ... That is, communication ethics looks not merely at individual
agency and intersubjective processes but also at institutional norms, structural arrangements, and systematic patterns” [31]. Looking through the lens
of communication ethics to explicate the presenting of mathematics raises
considerations of power, authenticity, integrity, truthfulness and truth. For
example, how can students come to feel empowered in their exploratory efforts if the language for that activity is given little acknowledgement? It is
not that the presented material doesn’t demonstrate what was to be demonstrated. It is the integrity of the communication that is in question, as the
formal language circumscribes the language needed to understand how the
formal procedure or argument was arrived at. That is, the “[d]eductivist
style hides the struggle, hides the adventure. The whole story vanishes” [29,
page 151]. And it is that exposition of the general strategies that informed
and shaped the formulation that makes evident what doing mathematics is
about.
The value of including both problem-solving procedures and problem-clarifying
strategies (heuristics) so as to provide insight into the process and product of
engaging mathematics was recently shared in the particular instance by the
mathematician Curtis T. McMullen who, in commenting on Dennis Sullivan,
his doctoral advisor and the recipient of the 2022 Abel Prize, noted “The
tools that he used, and even more so the analogies that he put to the fore,
have been guiding the field [complex dynamical systems] ever since” [5].
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This paper looks at the formal presentation of mathematical procedures, definitions, and proofs as they are traditionally offered in textbooks, classrooms,
and journals beyond the first few years of students’ education, and reconsiders them in the language of heuristics. The point I want to make here is that
the aesthetic of presenting mathematics does not acknowledge the informal
language associated with the aesthetic of doing mathematics, and that this is
a profound problem in mathematics education. The prevailing cultural belief
that “The more you have to put into an argument, in terms of prerequisite
knowledge, the more elegance the argument loses” [11, page 3] recognizes
a commitment to values that do not necessarily prioritize the recipient of
the communication as a learner. As such, the formal demonstration format,
while valuable for some readers and possibly for the furthering of mathematical knowledge, naturally impacts the teaching and learning of mathematics,
including how students feel about their capacity as mathematical problem
solvers, and makes explicit the ethical dimension of the enterprise. After all,
“mathematics as presented” is fundamentally different from the “mathematics in the making”, as Polya noted. With the demonstration absent of its
formative development, the authenticity of the communication is bifurcated
— it is at once authentic to the canon but inauthentic in its communicative value for the student. Schoenfeld, writing about his experience teaching
mathematics and that of doing mathematics as a profession, shared that “In
presenting a polished solution [‘a part of our professionalism’], we often obscure the processes that yielded it, thus giving the impression that things
should be easy for people who study the subject matter. In consequence, the
give-and-take of real problem solving . . . are all hidden from students. Yet
these are the processes that must be brought out into the open” [41, page
200]. That they aren’t included in the traditional presentation of mathematics locates the foundational epistemological and ethical communication
problem for mathematics educators and students.
The Language Problem by Example
Polya demonstrated how essential heuristics is to the development of mathematics, and thought of it as the “the study of means and methods of problem
solving” [39, page vi]. He distinguished “mathematics in the making” and
“mathematics as presented.” But with the presentation not acknowledging
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the “making”, mathematics is seen as having a disconnected “front and a
back”, with the “front” the presented formal demonstration and the “back”
the investigative thinking that led to establishing the mathematics omitted from public view [23]. Yet it is how mathematics texts traditionally
present mathematics procedures, definitions, and proofs. “The outcome may
be elegant texts . . . , but they also generate learning obstacles through [the]
reformulation” [12, page 67]. The consequent fragmentation of knowing and
doing could well lead students to make ultimately unwarranted judgements
about themselves and their capacity to be successful in fields requiring the
engagement of mathematics. That is, in the absence of text and instruction guiding them towards understanding, students can’t trust themselves to
think constructively nor trust the textbook to provide insight into how to
solve problems.
Regarding Definitions
Commitment to an aesthetic of concision comes at a cost with regard to
mathematics presentations in all its constituent elements. As regards definitions, while Bertrand Russell held that definitions were value-free, by which
he meant in contrast to statements in the logic calculus with associated trueor-false values, definitions are not value-free in terms of the psychological
and epistemological weight they carry in that they represent the essential
material for developing a framework for the body of knowledge [17].
In this spirit it would seem reasonable to ask, for example, is there no reason
to consider why the definition of the slope of a line is stated as the “change in
y over the change in x” and not the “change in x over the change in y”? Were
the reciprocal slope expression to be included as part of the classroom discussion, a valuable learning moment would be established as the consequence
of students’ investigation. It would provide students the opportunity to determine what would be the more valuable definition. Here students would
have opportunity to engage in an exploration likely involving the heuristics
of tinkering, visualizing, and generalizing from the particular, toward coming
to a richer and more personal appreciative understanding of the definition in
practice along with their growing capacity for productive agency (which is
a most critical developmental need for democracy). With the passing over
of the informal investigation, students are being informed as to what is, not
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what makes sense as the result of their active engagement and informed decision making. The disregard is compounded in the particular context with
the exclusion of considering why m would be used to represent the slope of
a line and not the more suggestive s, as the latter would logically seem more
appropriate. Were the aesthetic of presenting mathematics to include the
commitment to supporting and informing students’ burgeoning intuition, reflective judgement, and emotional resilience, the communication that would
constitute their educational experience would take a more responsive and
responsible epistemological and ethical turn. In the absence of such affirming considerations, students who reflect on their experience are left to wonder
how the definition came to be, and why their reasonable concerns are not part
of the conversation. In that unaesthetic context, alienation associated with
the study of mathematics would seem to be almost intentionally cultivated
(cf. [46, 13]).
Presenting definitions absent of consideration of the critical development that
inspired their coming into being tacitly suggests that mathematics exists
disjoint from the creative energies of human effort. Consider a mathematical
group. Here students are traditionally presented with the definition and
some examples to make clear its details. In this way the reader misses the
opportunity for a deeper understanding, as “[f]ocusing on the heuristics that
gradually have led to its formation and refinement . . . displays paradigmatic
features of the core of problem solving” [27, page 1]. In his richly developed
paper “Manufacturing a Mathematical Group: A Study in Heuristics” [27],
Ippoliti “examine[s] the seminal idea resulting from Lagrange’s heuristics and
how Cauchy, Galois and Cayley develop it” (page 1). In his article, he makes
eminently clear how the foundational development of a mathematical group
began with Lagrange drawing upon the heuristics of look for similarities,
change of representation, generalize from particulars, and reason by analogy,
all of which go unconsidered in the standard presentations of the definition.
In that absence valuable means for constructing mathematical concepts are
omitted and raise questions regarding the ethics of the communication. Were
heuristic considerations common to the mathematics textbook and journal
presentation, and by extension the classroom conversation, there would be
greater opportunity to gain a more realistic and appreciative understanding
of how the body of mathematics comes to be.
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Regarding Procedures
Going back to at least the middle of the 19th century (cf. [9]), “invert and
multiply” has been presented to students for solving the problem of dividing
by a fraction. Revisiting the traditional procedure from a heuristic perspective is instructive. In its absence, students are provided with a technique but
with little if any understanding of the investigatory considerations regarding how it may have been discovered. The heuristic of making the problem
simpler, which Polya acknowledged in his How to Solve It [37] and Devlin
shared (in a personal email communication), provides valuable means for
gaining light and happiness.
With the change of focus to the question of how the problem can be made easier, students have a potentially promising place to begin rather than focusing
on their not knowing how to engage the problem. Dividing by a fraction can
be quite challenging even with the digits being elementary counting numbers. Were the focus on how to make the problem simpler, discussion can
discover the value in changing the denominator to 1, for then the transformed
numerator would be the answer.
Two approaches present themselves to students: add/subtract the numerator
and denominator by some number or multiply the numerator and denominator by the reciprocal of the present denominator. Performing the first approach the practitioners see the approach doesn’t work. In welcome contrast,
with multiplying both the numerator and denominator by the reciprocal of
the denominator so to create a denominator of 1, plausible reasoning secures
the answer.
What gets confirmed with this student engagement is that focus on making
the problem simpler was critically important, and that the productive resolution was of their doing. More completely, they appreciate their developing
educated intuition and naturally growing confidence in engaging mathematics. In this way they come to understand that their mathematics experience
is not exclusively determined by whether they have or haven’t memorized a
procedure, but rather, it is the consequence of their thoughtful inquiry supported by a language for investigation. In this way they gain power in being
able to engage mathematics productively.
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With the traditional presentation format of demonstrating procedures rather
than promoting heuristic inquiry, students remain passive observers even at
advanced levels of mathematics study. Instead students can be encouraged
to engage in heuristic problem solving approaches to explore and discover for
themselves. The Method of Partial Fractions is a problem-solving procedure
used to solve a class of integral problems in the study of calculus. While students may reasonably try integrating certain expressions by the methods they
learned prior — by substitution or by parts, neither are successful with some
rational functions. What to do? The textbook provides students with the
procedure, and the accompanying presentation of problem solutions demonstrates its value. However, the student is not making decisions with regard
to engaging the new mathematics. Were the student to have learned in their
earlier mathematics education when faced with a difficult problem that it is
valuable to make the problem simpler along with another general problemclarifying strategy of take things apart, they might well be able to make inroads themselves not only in this situation but in other mathematically such
challenging moments (cf. [18, 20]). But with heuristic considerations often
the hidden constant in formal textbook presentations, students instead tend
to be at a loss for direction and the authority of the textbook demonstration
of the particular method naturally ends up offering limited educational value.
Regarding Proofs
The traditional formal demonstration of mathematical proofs also shares the
same foundational language problem of not including the heuristic decisions
that were critical to informing and shaping the final argument. While a proof
serves many purposes [10], at bottom it is a communication presented in good
faith by the practitioners of the discipline given to the promotion of mathematics as a developing body of knowledge and the reader’s understanding of
what is the foundational element of the discipline. From that vantage point,
“[a]lthough it is easy to adopt an ethically neutral approach when discussing
organizations and communication, this is simply not an option. One ought
to place ethics as a first principle of communication” [42, page xii].
Toward clarification, I will consider two proofs along with a framework that
demonstrates how heuristics can accompany formal mathematical demonstrations so as to be both epistemologically and ethically responsible.
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With the cultural commitment to the presentation of deductive reasoning
without recognizing intuition and the language of heuristic investigation that
gave it form, plausible reasoning regarding how a proof could unfold is not
part of the traditional demonstration. Such a limited framework makes evident the problematic nature of the communication to readers with respect to
gaining understanding and, as a social practice naturally raises ethical concern as well. After all, “... it is the intuitive bridging of the gaps in logic [in
a proof] that forms the essential component of the idea and its implications”
[22, page 23]. So it could well continue that students would naturally and
logically draw the inference that it is their shortcomings that is the determinant of the difficulties they are having in trying to analyze and generate
demonstrations. Yet “[t]he nature of that tension is anything but new. We
have known it in the philosophy of science in the form of the context of discovery versus context of justification divide. A justification is preferably seen
as something independent from the discovery process. The processes that led
to the proof are of no importance” [45, page 267]. Such an epistemological
disconnect naturally and logically raises ethical concern as “[t]he formal-logic
picture of proof is not a truthful picture of real-life mathematical proofs” [24,
page 391]. When the essential mental actions that shape the creative engagement in establishing a mathematics proof are regularly left unconsidered, it
makes sense that in a course of undergraduates transitioning to proof “[a]ll
of the students said they had relied on memorizing proofs because they had
not understood what a proof is nor how to write one” [34, page 264].
The problematic nature of proof demonstrations as a communication has
been recognized not only in research regarding student practice but by mathematicians as well (see for example [44]), and can be realized in what is considered by the mathematics community as a “good” proof. At present, the thinking is that a “good” proof is one which demonstrates that a proof is valid and
why it is so [4, 24, 40], as will be seen in the two proofs to follow. What is not
typically included is the heuristics that share how the proof came to be constructed, and in that omission an ethical and epistemological dilemma resides.
The two proofs that follow will be presented through a heuristic lens. The
concluding discussion will offer a framework within which the formal proof
demonstration can be accompanied by heuristic analysis without disfiguring
the traditional presentation model of mathematics.
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Euclid’s Proof of the Sum of the Angles of a Plane Triangle
As the reader likely knows, Euclid’s demonstration of the sum of the angles of a plane triangle required establishing a fifth postulate, his Parallel
Postulate. Indeed, the first step of the argument, “Draw a line through a
vertex parallel ...” contains in essence the entire proof. The proof provides a
convincing argument that the sum of the angles is 180˝ and an explanation
why as a consequence of parallel lines, but how the argument came to exist
is not made explicit. In that absence, the reader is left with imagining inspiration/intuition as providing the defining moment. While that is likely true,
it doesn’t further understanding as the heuristic decisions that enabled the
argument are kept in the shadow.
“It is thought that Euclid must have studied in Plato’s (430–349 B.C.E.)
Academy in Athens, for it is unlikely that there would have been another
place where he could have learned the geometry of Eudoxus and Theaetetus
on which the Elements is based” [28, page 14]. As drawing diagrams and trying to discern what, if any, mathematical relationships could be established
was a common practice, one could imagine that he along with others in an
effort directed at determining the sum of the angles of a plane triangle would
make the problem simpler by likely choosing the heuristic of taking things
apart, and with compass and straight edge arrange replications of the angles
of a triangle to find a straight angle. The potential proof maker(s) may well
have determined other triangle angle sums and would likely have used the
heuristic of generalizing from the particular to provide the impetus to try to
prove that every plane triangle angle sum was 180˝ . The problem they faced
was how to demonstrate that the straight angle of 180˝ had the same sum
measure as the non-linear triangle angles. Euclid’s determined imaginative
effort informed by tinkering would be rewarded by visualizing the definitive
connection: the triangle angles and the straight-line angles in conjunction
with parallel lines. And that creative engagement gave birth to the foundational Parallel Postulate (and finally Proposition 32 in Book 1, which asserts
that “[i]n any triangle, if one of the sides is produced, then the exterior angle
equals the sum of the two interior and opposite angles, and the sum of the
three interior angles of the triangle equals two right angles” [15]).
With all signs of the heuristic engagement, such as those above, absent from
textbook presentations, a more informed understanding remains at a distance
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from students. This in turn suggests that confusion could well be the natural
emotion, and memorization the logical solution, for many as the initial step
is presented as if it were clear it was the natural place to begin.
Oresme’s Proof of the Divergence of the Harmonic Series
The harmonic series is defined as:
HS “ 1 `

1
1
1
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
` ` ` ` ` ` ` `
`
`
`
` ¨¨¨
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

This series shows up in many calculus and analysis classes as a good example
of a divergent series. To prove that the harmonic series diverges, Nicolas
Oresme introduced a second infinite series whose sum can be recognized as
less than the harmonic series:
HS ě 1 `

1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
1
1
1
1
` ` ` ` ` ` `
`
`
`
`
` ¨¨¨ .
2 4 4 8 8 8 8 16 16 16 16 16

In the second series, terms of the harmonic series have been replaced by terms
with denominators of lesser or equal quantity, yet establishing a series that
clearly diverges as terms have been collapsed into groupings having a sum of
1/2. This elegant formulation by Oresme has it that the 3rd and 4th terms
sum to 1/2, 5th through 8th terms sum to 1/2, 9th through 16th terms sum to
1/2, and so on, with the constant partial sums constituted by terms of the
1
form, n´1 , n P Z` , n ě 3, which establishes a series of infinite halves that
2
increases without bound.
While this proof is part of the well-accepted body of mathematical knowledge,
and seen as “elegant” and “beautiful” by many, it has left some students
and mathematicians uncomfortable for lack of being able to discuss how
one would have known to do what Oresme did. The fact that the method of
proof is indirect tacitly communicates to the experienced reader that going at
the problem directly was apparently found to be too difficult (and remains
so). While mathematicians may realize that, it is not clear that students
who have considerably less experience in proving would have that awareness.
Oresme’s choice of approach would have to be as commentary accompanying
the proof; in its going unmentioned the proof can be seen to in effect start
in the middle. When one finds Oresme’s delightful proof statement in print
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there doesn’t seem to be any mention the driving impetus was to make the
original problem simpler, a fundamental strategy for dealing with challenging
problems, nor any mention of the problem-clarifying strategies of tinkering
and taking things apart that would seem to have led Oresme to formulate
the proof as he had.
That is, while Oresme’s demonstration made clear that the theorem (that
the harmonic series diverges) is valid and why it is so, its inventive formulation remains outside the standard presentation of the result, as yet another
instance of the language of heuristics standing at a distance from the standard language of mathematics argument. That heuristics constitute in effect
a meta-language distinct and culturally distant from the language of formal mathematics is made explicit by Leo Goldmakher, a mathematician and
author of a proof by contradiction that the harmonic series diverges, who expressed wonder with regard to Oresme’s proof, asking “How would one come
up with the idea of grouping more and more terms together?” [16].2
Such expression makes clear that “The language of heuristics is at a distance
from contemporary mathematicians as a consequence of not having been educated with regard to this body of instrumental knowledge” [39, page viii]. Yet
Halliday [21] found children’s language to include a “heuristic function” which
he described as the “language that is used to explore, learn and discover”.
That is, it is natural to the thinking that we all do to inquire productively.
Yet it remains outside the communication of formal mathematics.
This is to say, heuristics need not be seen as a competitor to nor be kept
separate from proofs. The distinction between “demonstrative reasoning”
and “plausible reasoning” (the “front” and the “back”) need not be seen as
problematic. After all, “they don’t contradict each other; on the contrary,
they complete each other” [38, page vii]. By including the explanatory
how of the proof argument, the communication is made more whole and
the mathematics educator’s ethical imperative to promote student understanding is secured as the generative thinking that informed and shaped its
formulation is made present. And this can be done in a framework sensitive to the readership and the traditional model of proof demonstration.
2

Readers looking for a heuristic approach to the harmonic series may find [7] of interest.
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For example, for the mathematics community, the essential heuristic thinking could be located after the proof presentation. In this way the proof
can be appreciated absent of any scaffolding, of being annotated, yet with
the opportunity to gain a more complete understanding still available.3 For
students, the heuristic description could well be more valuable were it to
precede textbook demonstrations, as students would have the opportunity
to secure an understanding of the critical underlying thinking that would
follow. Moreover, the epistemological value of this proposal is supported
by the underlying ethical commitment that is acknowledged with the more
complete communication.
In Conclusion
The presentation of mathematics is a complicated affair. The mathematicsmakers act authentically by developing definitions, procedures, and proofs
that inform and can inspire the mathematics community. Yet at the same
time, the formal presentation language the mathematics-makers use to convey their results is not authentic when absent of the underlying heuristic
considerations that would serve to provide a rationale for the construction
of the content to be presented. This is a profound problem in mathematics
education, as so many students (read people) have difficulty with mathematics the way it is being taught and traditionally presented. Even though we
are born with the capacity to recognize pattern, to generalize, and provide
justification — that is, with the capacities to do mathematics — mathematics remains inaccessible and confusing. The experience of so many students
is not one associated with developing understanding, with becoming a more
competent mathematical thinker. It could be that some who teach mathematics may well have difficulty in talking about mathematics so as to enable
students to be able to engage it intelligently because for the presenters it
comes so naturally it is difficult to explain. Many of us who have studied
mathematics have had the experience of the presenter who was not aware
that students were having a difficult time following the presentation, as for
them the logic of their communication was very apparent.
3

A related project is the User’s Guide Project, described in [30] and found at https:
//mathusersguides.com, last accessed on July 19, 2022.
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There is another group which may well represent the more common classroom experience students have. The joint American Mathematics Society
and Mathematical Association of America report, The Mathematics Education of Teachers II, shared the concern that “[f]or many prospective teachers, learning mathematics has meant only learning its procedures and, they
may, in fact, have been rewarded with high grades in mathematics for their
fluency in using procedures” ([1, page 11]; emphasis in the original). And
because they were good at demonstrating procedures, it makes sense that
procedural learning would be at the foundation of their mathematics teaching. The authors go on to point out that the students they taught came to
hold problematic beliefs about mathematics and learning mathematics and,
when they were not able to demonstrate those procedures, about themselves
as students of mathematics. Research findings and classroom discussions
make that clear. For while gaining understanding often requires a “messy”
inquiry process, the polished presented product of the investigative experience is a poor representation of the experience. Yet it is what tends to be
communicated.
Many students have difficulty in school with regard to their mathematics
study, and the only constant I can see is the formal demonstration model that
populates standard textbooks. This is to say, epistemologically and ethically,
the relation between student and teacher is a fundamental relation, whether
in or out of school, and as such, the nature of the communication is where
we in the mathematics community must put dedicated energy. This is most
especially needed in a democracy where everyone is counted on to participate
to the best of their abilities. For that to happen requires resilience, patience,
and perseverance to stay with a challenging problem.
Toward promoting and supporting those capacities in student effort-making,
a dual-presentation framework could also be brought to the Answer section of
the traditional mathematics textbook where the student finds out if they are
right or wrong. Most generally, if the student’s answer isn’t the same as what
is in the Answer section, they can return to investigate the problem further
and may discover where they made some error in judgement or practice that
sent them on a “wild goose chase” (as Schoenfeld calls misguided investigations), and actually reach a new conclusion to be checked. But suggestions
regarding how to engage the problem for those who haven’t arrived at an
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answer or for those whose answer is not the same as in the back or for those
who have no idea about how to reengage the problem are traditionally absent
from the Answer section. Were there two sections – Questioning and Answer
sections, where in the former the student could find instrumental heuristic
hints as how they might “ask a (good) question” that would support their
making a further effort in addition to having available the Answer section,
there would be more opportunity to move beyond coming to know if one is
merely “right or wrong”. A problem-clarifying strategy would be available for
students to reengage the problem toward more satisfying resolution. In this
way writers of mathematics textbooks would be able to establish their ethical
commitment to support students’ mathematical intuition and dedication to
reason to a valued and valid conclusion.
As shared earlier, the generative heuristic insights essential for establishing
mathematical definitions, procedures, and proofs can be incorporated without diminishing the traditional presentation model. With the inclusion of
heuristic terminology in mathematics classrooms, textbooks, and journals, a
universal language that communicates across the boundaries of mathematical areas of investigation and development would be made available. With
this encompassing quality, mathematics can be more completely appreciated
by professional practitioners as well as those who are relatively new to its
practice, for the depth of communicative understanding it would provide.
The more cohesive, coherent, and honest representation of the inquiry experience means the ethical dimension of the presentation of mathematics as a
communication would be secured along with a more complete instrumental
understanding of the development of the body of mathematical knowledge.
In this way the opportunity for mathematics becoming more available to a
greater and more appreciative participatory audience comes to be.
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